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5&H$ Judaism does not glorify suffering. Unlike other cults, I
f we feel that suffering Is no divine In origin.

By RABBI SAMUEL SILVER We agree, however, that suffering can have good fruit- - I

WWWWWWWWVWWWW age, even though we dem it dreadful.
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The release of the two Israelis hijacked to Syria is

"And Julius, say in addition to 'Black Power' and

good news, of course. The Initial reaction is a sigh of
Student Power' ... we should also add 'Bagel Pewei

relief and certainly, for the families of the men, much d. isss. dsvmu Ptedu

happiness. The action by Syria comes after much ne- - ' --- -i
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V tion" and this needless Viet Nam war added fuel. The VF JV Wri J 111
C youngsters, like us oldsters, know there is and always

has been some thing wrong with this world, that there's
--A plenty of room for improvement. The big difference is

7 while we are satisfied to be patient and let the changes

come about in slow, orderly fashion, the juniors want it

done right now.

J They want the innovations to come while they are still

S young enough to enjoy them. And they've got something KAfcRCHER
r. there.

Naturally, in any reactionary movement, where mil- - INSURANCE
lions are involved, there will be extremists at both ends,
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1 respond with violence. The fact that a deal was made
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ts another matter.
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sharing Cardinal Cushing's viewpoint If they would

('(liidfp V T)a6m0Aa take the time to think through the searing wrong donl1 w tWWM Professor Shlomo Samueloff and Sallah Moualem, the
BY ROBERT E. SEGAL Israelis held hostage in Damascus long after otter

A few weeks ago, Richard Cardinal Cushing of Boston ' seneers n a hijacked TWA plane won their release,
in an address that buoyed the sagging hopes of those still Samueloff, an associate professor of physiology at

engaging In conversations over synagogue and church
brew University, found himself a prisoner in Damas
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